Dear friend of NOFA-VT,

We recently hosted our annual “Farmer Olympics” celebration—an occasion for farmers to get off the farm and gather for some serious competitions. We start with a kazoo rendition of the Olympic theme music, making way for a fence post javelin toss, water bucket relay, and card tower building challenge (using High Mowing Organic Seeds’ packets as cards, of course). The event finishes strong with medals, spirit awards, and an oven-fired pizza party. It’s an event that is simple and glorious, dreamed up by a brilliant lover of all things fun, playful, and community building: Enid Wonnacott.

It’s been an intense season, with high inflation costs and walls running dry, to name just a few issues. (More on these challenges in this newsletter). By all accounts, farmers are tired, spread thin, and up against enormous pressures. And yet, more farmers showed up to Farmer Olympics than ever before, wearing pollinator-themed costumes and doing team cheers to the tune of “YMCA”. People SHOWED UP, with eleven different farm teams coming from all over the state. Folks shared cake with fresh blueberries they’d just picked, served with hard cider they’d been fermenting since last fall, with friends they hadn’t had time to catch up with since late winter.

It’s hard not to get stuck in a spiral on the challenges of our time. With organic farmers facing unprecedented economic stress and climate change concomitantly, it can be difficult to remain hopeful. But then I come to an event like Farmer Olympics. Sitting in the cool shade as a misty rain fell, I felt the relief offered by the simple fact of community. Leaning against the barn, talking with one another about the new irrigation system they’re trialling, the new market in their town, and their highs and lows. Folks expressing challenges, but mainly affirming how much restoration is possible when we come together. It doesn’t need to be event-like. I felt the palpable sense of togetherness and was renewed by how much they’d missed each other. I heard two crews commit to visiting each other's farms across the generations, I heard people talking with one another about the local food access for food-insecure Vermonters, and supporting restaurants and other food-based businesses—many of whom have been hit hard in the past few years.

With gratitude,

Grace Oedel
Executive Director, NOFA-VT

Viewpoints

Share the Harvest

supporting NOFA-VT’s Farm Share program

Share the Harvest is back! For 28 years, folks have supported our Farm Share Program, which provides half-priced CSA shares to low-income Vermonters, through our Share the Harvest fundraiser by eating, drinking, and shopping at local businesses during the month of October. Share the Harvest is a win-win-win month-long event. By dining and shopping at participating restaurants, co-ops, breweries, and stores, you’re supporting local farms, increasing food access for food-secure Vermonters, and supporting restaurants and other food-based businesses—many of whom have been hit hard in the past few years.

How It Works

1. During the month of October, eat out or shop at generous participating businesses
2. Participating businesses donate $1 to NOFA-VT’s Farm Share Program
3. NOFA-VT gives $1 to farmers who provide half-priced CSAs for limited-income Vermonters in their local CSA program
4. Farmers offer CSA shares at half the cost to low-income Vermonters who then receive delicious, healthy food all season long!

Restaurants, breweries, co-ops, & food stores—want to participate?

If you would like to participate in Share the Harvest 2022 or partner with the Farm Share Program, please contact Erin Buckwalter at erin@nofavt.org or 802-434-7152.

Donate directly to Farm Share

We also accept direct donations to support our Farm Share Program year round. The program has grown from serving a dozen individual families and 3 farms in 1995 to serving over 800 Vermonters at 52 farms in 2021, and we’ve already exceeded that number so far in 2022 as food insecurity in the state remains incredibly high! NOFA-VT believes that all Vermonters should be able to eat local organic food, regardless of their income level, while also making sure farmers get a good wage for their hard work. Donate online at nofavt.org/donate, or mail checks made out to NOFA-VT at PO Box 697, Richmond VT 05477. Please put “Farm Share” in the memo line.

Thank you for helping us share the harvest!
What’s at Risk

The ongoing Vermont dairy crisis and what we stand to lose if organic dairies can’t survive

By Grace Oedel, NOFA-VT Executive Director

I belong to a local CSA that supplies my weekly milk from a small herd of fifteen or so cows. Across Charlotte’s gentle hills the small herd graces—one of the farming practices known for sequestering carbon out of the air and growing healthy soil, while creating wildlife corridors, pollinator habitat, and filtering water. Truly exemplary people tend this land. They regularly host pasture walks to share with other farmers how they have restored so much ecosystem health to their land and soil. They also are incredibly generous and build community within their pricing model; offering milk at a sliding scale based on background that values giant corporate profit above all else.

And dairy isn’t unique. Farms of all types are having a rough season—walls running dry, transport costs up to get to market, consumers who themselves have less in their wallets to spend on food. Corporate consolidation—that is, a few major companies gobbling up all they can of food production and distribution—is a pattern that repeats across the whole food system.

I’ve painted this picture to some non-farmer friends who have replied with some form of: “yeah, true. But it’s hard for all small businesses.” Which is absolutely correct, and we should interrogate why being small in any sector is impossible right now. (You don’t have to dig too deep—corporate consolidation is ubiquitous.) But also, for two major reasons farming is different, and we all need to care:

First: farmers aren’t just business owners. Farmers—particularly organic farmers—are ecosystem stewards. Organic dairy farms keep land open (organic regulations require cows to be on pasture), sequestering carbon, protecting biodiversity, and filtering water. What happens if an un-conserved farm goes out of business? Look no further than the mini storage units recently plunked down in what had previously been a farm field up in Fairfax, Vermont. Then think about that pattern repeated across the state: the ripples of box stores slapped onto any farm field up in the hopeful alternative: each small, organic farm that can remain viable protects a bucket of water for dousing climate chaos.

Second: farmers grow food, which, at the risk of stating the obvious, we all need to stay alive. Currently you can go to a box store and buy food brought in from away. But we must not quickly forget the lessons we learned at the start of the pandemic about how utterly brittle mass food supply chains are. How it doesn’t take much to disrupt that food showing up stocked on our shelf. What will we eat when the next disruption happens if there is no local farmer who has been able to keep producing?

We cannot let short-term economic crises exacerbate longer-term climate chaos and food insecurity. Vermont’s small and organic farms feed us, help Vermont thrive, and feed our chances of a habitable planet. Every way we as individuals, (if we are in the fortunate economic group who can) or we as a collective (through state policy and investment), can support organic, small farms in thriving is a step towards a livable future for us all. ◊
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Coming This Winter: NOFA-VT’s Agricultural Education Farmer Cohort!

By Kayla Strom, NOFA-VT Farm to School Coordinator

The amplitude of benefits that farm to school programs offer students is clear. Hands-on learning opportunities, nutritious foods in school meals, knowledge and skills to grow lifelong healthy habits—the list goes on! But what about the benefits that farm to school education can have for farmers? This year, we’re diving into this field head first and equipping farmers with the tools to answer this question. So, if you’re a producer that is interested in beefing up your farm to school offerings, the following opportunity could be for you!

Farms that engage in farm to school activities offer an incredible service to our communities. Not only are they helping raise the next generation of eaters, but their efforts help build greater understanding of Vermont’s working landscape and connection to land and place. While having farm to school champions that do this work out of the goodness of their heart is so valuable (we are deeply grateful!), this is a service that we can and should invest in. With the right tools, hosting students and developing relationships with schools can go beyond an act of community service and become a way to diversify farming enterprises and create new opportunities for farms and farmworkers.

This summer, NOFA-VT was awarded an USDA Farm to School Grant to refocus and adapt certain farm to school and early childhood activities to better integrate and serve farmers and producers. A major goal of this grant is to improve and expand farmers’ agricultural education services in Vermont. To address this, NOFA-VT and the Farm-Based Education Network (a free member network administered by Shelburne Farm) will be facilitating a cohort of 10-12 Vermont producers for a year-long course to build capacity, knowledge, and skill in offering farm field trips and other agricultural education services to schools.

NOFA-VT’s Agricultural Education Farmer Cohort is intended to be a peer-led learning course, which means we will be calling upon the expertise of farms with established farm to school educational offerings to host workshops, site visits, and provide mentorship to participating farms. Each participating farm will be matched with a mentor in their region to address a range of topics from on-farm visit safety and logistics, to developing engaging and relevant educational activities. This cohort is designed to support already established farm businesses. Over the course of the yearlong program, we aim for this course to build connections and relationships among farmers in the cohort.
From March 2023 through April 2024, participants will come together both virtually and in person for a series of workshops and meetings, regional on-farm gatherings, and one-on-one site visits with an experienced farmer and agricultural education mentor. Check out the draft schedule below for the time commitment that this course entails. Please note that this schedule is subject to change. Details will be informed by participants’ availability and desired learning topics.

**Virtual Course Kickoff**  
March 7, 2023 | 7-8:30 pm

**On-Farm Workshop #1**  
April 17, 2023 | 1-4 pm | Southern Vermont  
April 20, 2023 | 1-4 pm | Northern Vermont

**Virtual Workshop**  
May 15, 2023 | 7-8:30 pm

**Virtual Workshop**  
August 21, 2023 | 7-8:30 pm

**On-Farm Workshop #2**  
October 11, 2023 | 1-4 pm | Central VT

**Virtual Workshop (Specific date TBD)**  
January 2024 | 7-8:30 pm

**In Person Course Closing & Celebration (Specific date & location TBD)**  
March 2024

Available 1-on-1 Mentorship Hours  
Spring 2023 - June 2024 | 10 - 15 hours

Thanks to a Farm to School Grant from USDA Food and Nutrition Services, NOFA-VT’s Agricultural Education Farmer Cohort is free to participating farms. Mileage reimbursement for on-farm workshops is available. Applications open fall 2022. To learn more, visit NOFAVT.org/ag-ed-cohort or contact Kayla Strom at kayla@nofavt.org or (802) 434-7176.

Farmers, we want to learn from you! Are you currently offering farm to school activities in your community? Are you interested in being a mentor for this course? If so, please contact Kayla Strom at kayla@nofavt.org or (802) 434-7176 to discuss! Mentors will be compensated for their time.

---

Nursery for Fruit Trees, Nuts, and Berry Plants

**East Hill Tree Farm**

Nursery for Fruit Trees, Nuts, and Berry Plants

Fall is a great time to plant!

The plants you are looking for: Apples, blueberries, raspberries, currants, gooseberries, hazelnuts, seaberries, hardy kiwi and more!

Located at 3499 East Hill Rd, Plainfield, VT

OPEN: Saturdays 9-4:30 or by appointment

www.easthilltreefarm.com
(802) 454-7874
Summer Sweetness

Everything starts with relationships. Our movement towards a more resilient future can only be as strong as the connections we build and maintain with one another, and that’s best accomplished on the farm. You all showed up for (and hosted!) 6 pizza socials, 8 workshops, and dozens of farm tours, visits, meetings, and more. It’s an honor to collaborate with farmers around the state to create these opportunities for connection, celebration, and learning. Thank you to all who participated!

Top to bottom, right to left: Katie Rose Leonard of Head Over Fields Farm in Charlotte poses with fresh cut sunflowers during a video shoot for Vermont Organic Farmers; Rocket, Chuck, and Hunter pose for a photo at the pizza social at Sunrise Farm in White River Junction; Abe Collins educates farmers about the Vermont Rip Sower—a project funded in part through the NOFA-VT Resilience Grants—at a workshop hosted by Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) of Vermont at Does’ Leap Farm in East Fairfield; Participants in a workshop on raising ruminants meet the goat herd at Ice House Farm in Goshen; Jeffrey Sherwin, NOFA-VT’s pizza chef, prepares topping-laden pizzas for the wood-fired oven at the High Meadows Farm pizza social in Putney.

Top to bottom, right to left: The 2022 Farmer Olympics hosted at Cate Farm in Plainfield were the biggest yet with 11 teams participating; the team from Tamarak Hollow Farm competes in the High Mowing Organic Seeds packet stacking competition; Zay Gamez and Valerie Woodhouse from Honey Field Farm compete in the three legged farmer relay; Tim Sandford of Luna Bleu Farm competes in the javelin (fence post) toss; Drea Emunske of Sunrise Farm wears their medal for Team Spirit; everyone enjoys wood-fired pizza and cake after the games.
How a Payment for Ecological Services program can become a pathway for a just transition to organic, regenerative agriculture in Vermont

By practicing no-till vegetable production and adaptive rotational grazing, with elements of silvopasture, we are attempting to mimic the processes of long-term stable carbon sequestration and storage endemic to the ancient old growth forests that once covered our region. We see all these practices as comprising a synergy of efforts to restore the functions that support the farm ecosystem. Experience has shown us that if we focus first on soil health—crop yields and livestock health will follow. We want to build more resilience into our systems now so that we can be part of the climate solution rather than contributing further to the problem. We want to help our region transition to a re-localized sovereign food system and ecological economy. Organic regenerative agriculture is not just about farming—it’s about regenerating the entire bioregion.

We Vermonters have before us the opportunity to create a Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) program that is both aspirational and inclusive. PES offers an alternative way to design a program with the long-term goal of transitioning land management to organic, regenerative practices. While a successful program must offer a “just transition” where we meet farmers where they are. That’s why Vermont’s NOFA-VT recently released a position paper advocating for a tiered approach is essential for appealing to the widest audience—ensuring the broadest possible on-ramp to the program.

Imagine two 60-acre fields in the Champlain Valley. Both fields have been under conventional management and planted to corn year after year for decades. They are sprayed with slurry, receive annual applications of NPK chemical fertilizer, the corn seed is coated with fungicide and neonicotinoids, the field is sprayed with herbicides around. Seedlings rise up from the rich humus accumulating on old logs. The forest cover beneath your feet feels soft and spongy. Your stomach hardly make a sound. There are greater varieties of wildflowers and understory shrubs than you’ve ever seen. Liverworts, mosses and ferns hide the top root-remmed boulders and stripe off tanks and limbs. Forns of farms grow thick where the shade is deepest. The place teems with wildlife and birchings. Beavers slow down water and create meadows, and salmon and trout brim the fresh brooks around.

But all this biomass above ground is dwarfed by the more than 60% of the total underground. For all the tons of carbon held in the trunks and branches—the real long-term stable carbon was built up over centuries in a substrate of deep humus, estimated to have had soil organic matter (SOM) at 9-12%. That is the carbon bank we are still farming on.

Now back to the present. We see these two more-cropped 60-acre fields of corn.

No matter how good the yields might be, we realize that a once vibrant forest ecosystem has been replaced. We face a new task to replace this ecosystem—continues to be degraded.

Now along comes the state of Vermont offering PES incentives. The two farmers who manage the two 60-acre corn fields (Farmer A & Farmer B) are up-to-speed with a Nutrient Management Plan and Nutrient Stewardship Practices certification, and choose to sign on to the program. In the first year they both plant a post-harvest cover crop mixture of rye and clover to feed the soil—designed to continue the transition to organic approaches.

Both fields are managed by one person operating a 150-hp tractor (except at harvest time, when two people are needed—one on the chopper and another towing the silage cart). After costs, the value of the corn sold is at 80 cents per bushel. The next year, Farmer A is happy with the cover crop program and continues to grow conventional corn but now keeps the cover crop planted to control water and keep the trunks and branches in place. Farmer B is so impressed with the soil health, enhanced biodiversity, meaningful carbon sequestration and broad social benefits of the program, he participates in the second year and signs on to the program complete with propagation & farm stand. Nine people are employed in this operation during the growing season and two of them work year round. All the farmers earn a Vermont Living Wage and are currently in negotiation with Farmer B to enhance wildlife and augment irrigation capacity.

Farmer B’s 60-acre field may not have the fully restored landscape function of an ancient old growth forest, but it is well on its way to achieving high quality soil health, enhanced biodiversity, meaningful carbon sequestration and a bounty of nutritious artisanal raw milk cheeses. Other farmers are currently in negotiation with Farmer B to purchase the field and the local community.

A quarter of all terrestrial life lives in soil. Seven times more carbon is stored in soil than in all the above ground plants and atmosphere. A third of worldwide annual emissions is sequestered in soil. When soil biodiversity is destroyed, every living being loses the benefit. By offering incentives and technical assistance, the 80% of VT Ag currently devoted to dairy can be transitioned to produce not only dairy but a wide diversity of annual and perennial crops.

It’s not a matter of getting rid of cows—it’s a matter of adding back in everything else. This kind of farming is management-intensive but that can create a new arena of opportunity for future farmers.

But for this to happen we need to elevate soil health as the essential ingredient to solving the climate and ecological crisis. An aspirational and inclusive PES program can protect this most precious “public good” by offering transformational incentives for the adoption of Soil Health Management Systems.

When we engage in land restoration, we begin to repair ourselves.

Farmer B has touched off a spiral of regeneration and repair on her land by farming in a way that restores and improves the habitat for every living species while she produces and harvests the materials necessary to build a prosperous human community.

Climate scientists the world over have declared that a transition to regenerative land management and habitat restoration must begin to reverse the dire effects of irreversible abrupt climate change. A PES program that incentivizes soil health and enhances biodiversity is one of the best chance to pass on a livable planet to the next generation.

Vermont can lead the way.

Stephen Leslie co-manages Cedar Mountain Farm & Cobb Hill Cheese, both located at Cobb Hill Co-housing in Hartland, VT. Stephen regularly attends Vermont’s Soil Health & PES Working Group meetings as a member of the public, and collaborates with other farmers, NOFA-VT, and public advocates, including NOFA-VT, to ensure an outcome that supports thriving farms and ecosystems.

---

◊
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Every month, the Vermont Family Farmer of the Month Award grants between $10,000 and $12,000 to exemplary farms across the state that contribute to a more resilient agricultural landscape and demonstrate environmental stewardship through their sustainable practices and supports an innovative project that will improve the farm’s viability.

Congratulations to Northwind Farm, Valley Dream Farm, and Understory Farm for your incredible environmental stewardship and work to create a more resilient farm and food system in Vermont.

Applications for the Vermont Family Farmer of the Month Award are open three times a year. Applications for March – June 2023 awards will open in December and are due by the end of January. To learn more, visit www.vermontfamilyfarmeraward.org.

Applications are open three times a year. To learn more, visit vermontfamilyfarmeraward.org.

Northwind Farm - May 2022
Emery and Geordie Lynd started Northwind Farm 12 years ago on the hillsides of Cabot, Vermont with a passion for tending to land and caring for their cows and pigs. In everything Emery and Geordie do on their farm, they strive to maximize the positive effects farming can have on the land. For this reason, their intensively managed, rotational grazing system is at the center of their operation.

Northwind Farm was awarded $12,000 in May to construct an addition onto their main barn, connecting the farm’s extensive pasture lane system with their livestock housing and milking facilities. With this new system, the cows will be able to choose to go to pasture as they leave the milking parlor instead of waiting for the whole herd to finish and go to pasture as a group. This means the cows will spend significantly more time grazing and spreading their own manure on the pastures.

Valley Dream Farm - June 2022
Valley Dream Farm is home to three generations who collectively care for the land in Cambridge, Vermont. Anne and Joseph Tisbert own and manage the farm while three of their four children and their families are integrated either in Valley Dream Farm directly or have their own farm enterprises on the land. Valley Dream Farm grows plant starts and vegetables and hosts farm dinners.

Valley Dream Farm was awarded $12,000 in June to install a septic system for their soon to be on-farm certified kitchen. The certified kitchen will be a space for Valley Dream Farm to process value-added products, provide space for community members to rent, and will support the farm’s ability to expand their Farm to Table dinners. Completion of this project will support current and future agricultural successes and further actualize Anne and Joe’s original vision of deepening the interconnectedness of land, animals, and people while building up Vermont’s agricultural community.

Understory Farm - July 2022
In 2014, when Jessie and Gregory Witscher started Understory Farm, they sold pork and vegetables at their farm stand and local farmers market. At that time, Jessie brought bouquets of cut flowers from her garden to their market stands, which quickly attracted their customers’ interest. Driven by popular demand, Jessie and Gregory have since focused their farming efforts on growing flowers using organic practices.

Understory Farm was awarded $12,000 in July to install an irrigation system by restoring an existing pond and upgrading to a solar water pump. Currently, Understory Farm isn’t able to reliably irrigate as much as they need to in order to meet their production and sales goals due to an outdated farm well for field irrigation and the cost of using municipal water in their high tunnels. Completing this project will create security for business growth and improve their work-life balance so they can spend less time problem solving current water issues and moving irrigation lines, and more time doing what they love — bringing joy and beauty to their community, growing their local economy, and working with the land.
A Warm Welcome to our New Staff!
The NOFA-VT and Vermont Organic Farmers teams keep growing! Welcome Cailey and Jenn!

Cailey Gibson
Development Manager
Cailey grew up in a small town in central Vermont, where her family tended a large garden and raised chickens. Her first job after college was as a farm educator. She is excited to be joining the NOFA-VT team to strengthen the intersection between food systems, community health, and ecological sustainability. Most recently, she managed fundraising and partnership efforts at the Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy in the San Francisco Bay Area, helping connect people to parks. Prior to that, she worked for domestic and international public health projects, including stints in Mali and Nepal. Cailey graduated from Carleton College and has a Master of Public Health degree from UC Berkeley. She loves time spent outdoors with her husband and daughter, whether that’s hiking and camping, river rafting, skiing or digging in her backyard garden.

Jenn Megyesi
Certification Specialist
A native Vermonter, Jenn grew up in Addison County, with two younger sisters and a menagerie of chickens, ducks, ponies, dogs, and cats. After a year-abroad in Brazil as a high school student, she realized that her previous choice of college to become a veterinary nurse would not be the end, but a path to a master’s in wildlife biology and conservation. After living and working both as a refuge manager and biologist for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for 12 years in Hawaii, Main, and Massachusetts, she returned to Vermont to farm. Now in the 23rd year, Fat Rooster Farm is home for her and, once again, a menagerie of heritage breed turkeys, chickens, guinea hens, peacocks, and organic vegetables and fruits. Her enthusiasm for finding solutions to food insecurity through sustainable agricultural practices is what excites her about joining the team at NOFA-VT and VOF.

Did you know NOFA-VT accepts gifts of stock?
Gifts of appreciated securities can be a tax-smart way to support NOFA-VT and a just and equitable food system based in organic farming practices.
For more information about how to direct gifts of stock, bonds, and mutual funds, please visit NOFAVT.ORG/GIVE-STOCK or contact our Development & Engagement Director, Erin Buckwalter at 802-434-7152 or erin@nofavt.org

High-quality plants.
Exceptional customer service.
It's our mission.
Literally.

Nourse Farms
NourseFarms.com | 413-665-2658 | info@noursefarms.com

Giroux’s Poultry Farm
Poultry Compost/Pelletized Crumbles
• New product! OMRI certified pelletized crumbles: N-P-K of 4-3-2
• Premium NOFA-certified organic compost: approximate N-P-K of 4-3-2 (high fertility)
• Adds microbes to your soil
• Helps to suppress plant pathogens
• Excellent soil conditioner
• Increases organic matter
• Bulk trailer deliveries or pickups
• Custom spreading available
Call 518-846-7300 for more details
Giroux’s Poultry Farm, 8957 Route 9, Clary, N.Y. 12921

City Market Onion River Co-op
Collaborating with Over 70 Local Farmers & Producers
Burlington’s Community-Owned Grocery Stores
Downtown 82 S. Winoski Ave · Open 7am - 9pm every day South End 207 Flynn Ave · Open 7am - 9pm every day
Burlington, Vermont · www.citymarket.coop/vendors
We’re Here to Support Farm Viability

As we head into the busy fall preceding the intensive winter planning season, remember that NOFA-VT offers services and technical assistance that support farmers at all stages of development to reach their business and quality of life goals.

Farmers can access services including, but not limited to:
• Business planning
• Transfer planning
• Cash flow and enterprise analysis
• Marketing support
• HACCP plan development
• Grazing & pasture management technical assistance
• Organic transition support

Plus, stay tuned for more information about how to connect with us to focus on soil health and climate resilience!

To get the conversation started, please contact Jen, NOFA-VT Farmer Services Director, at jen@nofavt.org or 802-434-7159.

NOFA-VT Members: Thank you for supporting organic agriculture and a just, ecological food system!

A warm welcome to the following members who joined us or renewed their membership in the third quarter of 2022:

New Organic Certifications

Vermont Organic Farmers welcomes the following new producers who have recently obtained organic certification for all or a portion of their operation, joining the almost 800 organic farmers & processors throughout the state.

Cody Ouimette
Green Mountain Organics
Nelson Farms Organics LLC
Nomad Farm

Robert Ovitt Jr
Scott Farm Inc.
Sweet Pickins Farm
Sweet Roots Farm LLC

Learn more about the benefits of certified organic, locally grown at VERMONTORGANIC.ORG/WHY-ORGANIC
Wishing you autumn abundance!

May this season bring you a bountiful harvest, connection, and joy.

NOFA-VT Has a New Website!

Go to NOFAVT.ORG to find services, updates, event and classified listings, and our new and improved searchable farm database.

(Plus, check out VERMONTORGANIC.ORG, our new site just for the specific needs of VOF-certified farms.)